The CBE Scientific Style offers two main styles of formatting in-text citations: CSE Style and AMA Style. AMAGuidelines are used in the Medical Sciences, while CSE guidelines are used in Biology. The CSE manual for authors, editors, and publishers provides instructions for physics, chemistry, genetics, biological sciences, etc. The Council of Science Editors (CSE), formerly known as the Council of Biology Editors (CBE), established in 1957 by the CSE name-year system, the author of the source is named in the text and the date is given in parentheses. Council of Biology Editors. CBE Style Manual: A Guide for Authors, Editors, and Publishers. Required departmental style manual or journal citation method: if conflicts arise, use the departmental required style guide or journal citation method. Biological Sciences, Biological Literature Cited Style (Developmental Scientific Style and Format: The CSE Manual for Authors, Editors, and Publishers).
The Council of Biology Editors issued its first formal style manual in 1960. Now in its 8th edition, the manual guide has been improved to cover the electronic working publishers, editors, manuscript editors, and copy editors in the sciences.